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 Before you read
1) What would you include in a personal biography to go with your CV? List three suitable topics.

_________________________________      _________________________________     _________________________________

2) Look at the pictures. What is happening in each one? Which of these would you include in your 
biography and why?

1) My name is Matar Mohammed. I will be 
eighteen on November 10, 2014 . I live in 
Abu Dhabi in the Al Bateen Compound on 
Muroor Road. I came to Al Gharbia Boys 
School last year in Grade 11. Before that, I 
went to Al Dhafra School.

2) We study four main subjects at school: 
these are English, Arabic, Islamic Studies, 
and Mathematics. I really enjoy English. 
English and Islamic Studies are my best 
subjects. Last year, my English teacher gave 
me an award for having a positive attitude 
in class. I really don’t like Mathematics, and 
I don’t do well in Arabic. 

3) I enjoy playing football and basketball. At 
Al Dhafra I played for the school team. We 
won a competition, and I got an award for 
Best Newcomer of the tournament.  I like to 
keep fit by going to the gym regularly. I also 
like reading and riding my quad bike. 

4) In Grade 11, I did voluntary work for an 
organization that looks after lost cats. My 
responsibilities included making sure that 
all the cats had enough food and water 
every day. I learned a lot about working in a 
team and helping animals. 

5) My friends are very important to me and I am loyal to them. I think 
I can adapt easily to new situations, and I work better when I can 
work in a group. I don’t like working alone. I often find that I like 
to be in charge.

6) If I had to choose two people who know me well to be my referees, 
they would be my English teacher, Mr John Smith and the Vice-
Principal of my school, Mr Suliman Al Shamsi.
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 Reading Comprehension

1) Read the essay and complete the summary below. 

Matar is __________________________ years old. His best subjects are __________________________ and __________________________. 

He won an _________________________________ for having a _________________________________ attitude.  He likes to play 

__________________________ and __________________________ . His interests are __________________________ and __________________________ . He 

has experience of working as a __________________________ . He is good at __________________________ in a _______________________. 

His personal referees are his ________________________ and the ________________________ of his school. 

2) Why does Matar mention working for an organization? Give one reason.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3) How would you describe Matar’s personality? Use words from the box. Explain your reasons 
using evidence from the text.

sociable    shy    confident    compassionate    enthusiastic
adaptable    loud    calm    happy    funny 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4) Which of these activities do you think Matar would be good at? Give your reasons using 
evidence from the text.

F studying abroad

F 
 managing a team

F 
 calculating a budget

F working in a zoo

F  writing for an Arabic newspaper

 Vocabulary

A) Match the words with their synonyms by drawing a line. 

1) prize
2) healthy
3) unpaid
4) competition
5) homeless
6) duties
7) take care of

A) award

B) fit

C) look after

D) responsibilities

E) lost

F) tournament

G) voluntary
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B)  Complete the table by writing the missing verb or noun in each column.

Verb Noun

organize 1) 

2) cooperation

imagine 3) 

4) competition

describe 5) 

 Grammar

Complete the sentence. Choose the correct answer. 

1) Last year I ________________ an award from my teacher.

A) got F    B) am getting F    C) had got F    D) was getting F
2) I am good ________________ writing essays.

A) for  F    B) on F    C) to F    D) at F    

3) I like English better ________________ Mathematics.

A) but F    B) and F    C) so F    D) than F    

4) I adapted ________________my new school very easily.

A) for F    B) to F    C) on F    D) at F    

5) If I had to describe myself, I ________________ that I am a team-player.

A) said F    B) say F    C) would say F    D) am saying F    

6) I haven’t had ________________ work experience.

A) a lot F    B) some F    C) many F    D) any F    

 Critical Thinking
1) In a biography for your CV, you should try to be positive about your skills and abilities. 

Which two sentences would you delete from this text? Why? Cross the sentences you 
would delete. (x)

F 
 I really don’t like Mathematics.

F 
 Last year my English teacher gave me an award.

F 
 I like to keep fit by going to the gym.

F 
 I don’t like working alone.

2) What do you think is missing from the biography? What would you add? List three things.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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 Writing
Work in a group. Read the checklist of what should be included in a personal biography. Make 
notes about yourself under each heading. Then use your notes to write your biography in your 
notebook.

 Extension
Exchange biographies with another student. Write some comments saying what is good 
and what could be improved with regard to handwriting, spelling, vocabulary, grammar, or 
organisation of ideas.

Checklist

F Personal details

F School subjects

F Awards

F Sports

F Interests

F Work experience

F Personality

F References


